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Let G = L, * Z, = (a, b 1 a’ = b” = e), where r > s 2 2. A natural length is delined 
for the elements of G and x, denotes the characteristic function of the set of 
elements of length 1. We study the convolution C*-algebra zzI*(x,) generated by x,. 
We obtain explicitly the associated Plancherel measure, orthogonal polynomials, 
and spherical functions, and show that So* is not a maximal abelian subalgebra 
of the reduced group C*-algebra of G. Closely related to work by Fig&Talamanca, 
Picardello, Pytlik, and others on free groups, this study is complicated by the fact 
that .(s*(x,) does not consist of radial functions. ‘1-1 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of unitary representations, convolution operators and ran- 
dom walks has been studied recently on a class of discrete groups which 
includes the finitely generated free groups and the free products of finite 
groups. (See, e.g., [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, and 181.) A graph f is naturally 
associated to such a group G in such a way that (in view of the action of G 
on Z) the elements of G can be identified with the vertices of r. A length 
1 x 1 is defined for each x E G corresponding to the distance from x to the 
identity element e on r. Let x, be the characteristic function of the set of 
elements of G of length 1. Denote by C:(G) the reduced group C*-algebra 
of G [16, Sect. 7.21, i.e., the completion of I’(G) with respect o the 1*(G)- 
convolution norm. The C*-subalgebra -ol*(x, ) generated by x, plays a cen- 
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tral role in the study mentioned above (similar to the role of K.-K- 
invariant functions on a semisimple Lie group). For example, Figa- 
Talamanca and Picardello [6, 71 obtained a direct integral decomposition 
of the left regular representation of a free group G by means of the 
irreducible representations of the principal series. The Plancherel measure 
associated to this decomposition turns out to be the unique probability 
measure p on IF! such that f(e) = JR f(t) &(t) for all f E &*(x1), where ,% 
denotes the Gelfand transform off: This Plancherel measure (or its Stieltjes 
transform) and the associated system of orthogonal polynomials { pn } are 
important in the study of random walks on G. In fact, the nth transition 
probabilities can be expressed by integrals involving p and the polynomials 
P,, (see, e.g. [ 131). Moreover, knowledge of the explicit form of p allows 
the proof of local limit theorems and a detailed study of (not necessarily 
skip-free) random walks on G (see [ 17, 191). We refer also to [S, 9, 221, in 
which random walks on more general trees are considered. 
If G is a finitely generated free group or the free product of n cyclic 
groups of the same order k, then &*(x1) is an algebra of functions f which 
are radial (i.e., f(x) depends only on 1x1), and if k <n then &*(x1) is a 
maximal abelian subalgebra of C:(G) [ 18,211. If, however, k > n, then 
JZ!*(X~) is not maximal [21], and .D has a non-zero discrete component 
(see [4, 5, 143). If the cyclic groups do not have the same order, then 
&*(I,) does not consist of radial functions and the methods so far 
employed are no longer available (see [lo]). 
The purpose of this paper is to study the case in which G is the free 
product of two cyclic groups, i.e., G = Z, * Z,V = (a, b I ar = b” = e), where 
r >s > 2. Of particular interest is the case r = 3, s = 2, in which 
GgPSL(2, Z) (see [ 15, p. 471). As already mentioned, the main difficulty 
in the study of this case is the fact that &*(x1) is not an algebra of radial 
functions. To study &*(x1), it is necessary to introduce a larger (non-com- 
mutative) subalgebra &‘* & @‘f(G) of “semiradial” functions. Another dif- 
ficulty arises from the fact that, unlike the cases so far studied, the 
recurrence relation (see [20, Theorem 3.2.11) for the orthogonal 
polynomials {p,} has non-constant coefficients which are much harder to 
compute. In fact, a detailed analysis of the commutation relations in &‘* is 
needed to find p (via its Stieltjes transform) and the polynomials pn. 
The main results of this paper are the following: we obtain the explicit 
form of 
(i) the Plancherel measure p, 
(ii) the associated orthogonal polynomials {p,} (as functions on G), 
(iii) the coefficients of the recurrence relation satisfied by {p, }, and 
(iv) the corresponding spherical functions on G. This leads to a 
direct integral decomposition of the left regular representation of G. The 
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irreduciblity of the component representations will be studied in a 
forthcoming paper. We confine ourselves here to showing that &*(x1) is 
not maximal abelian. 
2. NOTATION 
Let G denote the free product Z, * 77, = (a, b 1 a’= 6” = e), where 
r > s >, 2. Actually, in all that follows, Z, and Z, can be replaced by any 
groups of order r and S, respectively. Each x E G\(e) can be written in a 
unique way as a product x=x,x~...x,, where e#x, EZ,, e#x, EZ,, 
e #x3 E Z,,... or where e #x, EL,, e #x2 E Z,, e #x3 E: Z, ,...; the length 1 x I 
of x is then n (1 e ( is defined to be 0). Let %?z [resp. Vnp ] denote the set of 
x for which x, E Z, [resp. x, E Z,] when x is written x=x,x2...x, as 
above. We let +?c = %‘; = {e}. Note that 1%‘; I= 1 g; I = (r - 1 )j(s - 1 )I, 
while I %?& + , I =(r-l)i+‘(~-l)‘and [V)~J+, I =(r-l)j(s-l)j+‘. LetX,+ 
[resp. 1; ] be the characteristic function G + R! of %?‘,’ [resp. %‘:, 1; i.e., 
x’ (x) = 1 if x E %?:, and x” (x) = 0 otherwise. A function on G is called 
semiradial if it is constant on each set U,+ and on each set %?;. Let d 
denote the set of functions G --+ @ which are semiradial and have finite sup- 
port. Let x, = XT + x1- be the characteristic function of the set of elements 
of length 1 and let &(x1 ) denote the convolution algebra generated by x, 
and the identity x0+ = x0 As we shall see in the next section, d is a con- 
volution algebra, and so .d(~,) g .c4. We denote by C:(G) the completion 
of I’(G) with respect to the 12(G) convolution norm 1 IIJ’III = 
sup{ II f * g II 2 : g E ~2(G), IIg II 2 G 11. Since II f’ II 2 6 I I I f’l I I ( 6 II f’ II ,I we may 
regard C,X(G) as a subspace of 1*(G). We denote by .zZ*(x,) and .d* the 
closures of d(x, ) and d in CT(G). 
3. THE PLANCHEREL MEASURE 
Consider the Gelfand isomorphism ^ : d*(~,) --+ C(X), where XE R is 
the spectrum of the Hermitian operatorft*X, *fan 12(G) and i,(t)= t 
and (~0’ ) -(t) = 1 for all t E X. The Plancherel measure p is the unique 
Bore1 probability measure on R with support X satisfying 
f(e) = J,.ftt)dAt) f or all f~&‘*(x~). The main aim of this section is to 
prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. The support X of p consists of two intervals 
[x0 - B, x0 - LY] and [x,, + tl, x,, + p] symmetric about x0 = (r + s - 4)/2, 
together with the two points - 2 and s - 2. Here c( and B are the 
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positive square roots of ((r-s)/2)2+r+.s-2-22J(r- l)(s- 1) and 
((r - s)/2)* + r + s - 2 + 2dm, respectively. On the two intervals, 
p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, with density 
function f given by 
Ix-XxgI [(p2-(x-xo)2)((x-xo)2-~2)]1’2 
f(x)=77(((r+s)/2)2-(x-x0)2)((x-x,)-((r-s)/2)2)’ (1) 
At points - 2 and s - 2, u has mass (r - s)/rs and (rs - r - s&s, respectively. 
We shall prove Theorem 1 by obtaining a formula for the Stieltjes trans- 
form of ,u, but we need several preliminary facts. 
PROPOSITION 1. The set d is an algebra under convolution, with identity 
element xz ( = xc ). It is generated by xof , XT, and xl. In particular, 
4x,) z Jd. 
Proof It is clear that 
x1+ * x, =x,++ 1 and Xl *xn+ = X,+ I if n 3 0. (2) 
Using (2) and the easily derived formulas XT * xi+ = (r - 1 )x0’ + (r - 2)~: 
and X; * XL = (s- 1)x; + (s-2)x;-, we obtain 
and 
x: * xn+ = (r--1)x;- ,+(r-22)x,+ 
(3) 
x; *x, =(S--)X,+-,+(S--)Xn if n> 1. 
Now (2) and induction show that x,’ =I,+ * xi * x,+ * ... * xi* (n 
terms, alternating xi+ and x1-, starting with x: ) and x, = 
Xl *x1+ *. .. * xf (n terms, alternating XT and x,- , starting with xi- ). This 
shows that each x,’ and x; is in the algebra 98 generated by x0+, x,+ , and 
xi-. So A?, which consists of linear combinations of the x,“s and x,‘s, is 
contained in &?. On the other hand, induction, (2) and (3) show that any 
product xy * . . . * x;m (where ci = + or - for each i) is a linear com- 
bination of x0+, xi+ ,..., 1,’ and XL ,..., xi, and hence contained in J&‘. Since 
~‘9 consists of linear combinations of xof and terms XT’ * . . . * xf”, we see that 
La&d. 
In view of Proposition 1, we can write 
xTn=a lox,’ + 2 (a,f,x: +qkxi 1, 
k=l 
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where x:“=x~ *“’ *x1 (n terms). Here a,+,=~;, =0 if k >n>O, and a 
simple induction shows that 
a+ =a- El n.n n,n if n > 0. (5) 
We shall obtain generating functions for the coefficients a,$. We are 
especially interested in the coefficients a:,,, since clearly 
a + = (x3(e) = jR t” dP(f), n, 0 (6) 
the nth moment of the measure p, 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f: G + @ be any semiradial function. Writing 
f=co’xo+ + f tc:x: -tCkXk), 
k=l 
(7) 
thenf*X,=X,*fholdsifandonlyif 
c2, + = c2i and (r-l)c~+l-(s-l)c~+,=(r-s)c~-c~~,+c~~, 
(8) 
for all j> 1. If, moreover, f has finite support, then (8) holds if and only if 
f E &(x1). Thus &(x1) is a maximal ubelian subalgebra of d. 
ProoJ: The relations x$ * x,+ =x-$+,, x$+, * x; =x$+~, x~ * x; = 
x~;+~ and x~;+~ * xl+ =x27+-2 (all for jZ0) as well as ~2: * or = 
(s--1)x~~~++s-2)x~ and xs *XT =(r-l)x;m-,+(r-2)x2j (forj>l) 
and also ~~+~*x:=(r-l1)xZ:+(r-22)~~+, and x;+~*x;= 
(s - l)x~ + (s--2)x5+ 1 (for j>O) are all obtained as were (2) and (3). 
Using these relations we obtain the formula 
f *xI=((r-l)c: +(s-l)c;)xo+ 
+ t cc; 1 + (s - 2)c$ + (r - 1 kc+ ,)x$ 
j= 1 
+ f (c$ +(r-2)c2+,+(s-1)cZ:+2)X2:+I 
J=o 
+ 2 (c,-,+(r-22)czJ +(s-lkij+,)xij 
j=l 
+ f (ciy +(S-22)czi+,+(r-l)cu+2~X2i+L. 
j=O 
(9) 
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On the other hand, relations (2) and (3) show that 
x, * f=((T-l)C: +(s-l)c;)&+ 
+ ,T, (CL- I + (r - 2k: + (s - 1 )c, I h!: 
+ f (Clpl + (s-2)c,- + (r - 1 ICC+ , )Xk . (10) 
k=l 
(In both (9) and (10) we have defined co to be co’.) Suppose that f * x, = 
x1 * f: Then comparing coefficients of x2+, in (9) and (10) we have 
c-6 +(r-2)c~+,+(s-I)c~+z=cz;+(~-2)~~+,+(~-1)~~;+2 for all 
j > 0. Induction shows that c$ = c~ for all j > 0. Comparing coefficients of 
x$ in (9) and (10) yields the other part of (8). If conversely c$ = c*; for all 
j> 1 then the coefficients of x$+, 
also (r - l)cG+ i 
and x~J+, are equal in (9) and (10). If 
-(s-l)c;+,=(~-,ss)c-$ -cC,:~,+c~~ 1 foralljal, then 
the coeflicients of x; and xz, are equal in (9) and (10). Sof* x1 =x, * fif 
and only if (8) holds. 
Suppose now that f has finite support and (8) holds. We show that 
f E &(x1), using induction on the degree deg(f) off, i.e., the largest n for 
which 1 c,’ 1 + ) c; ( # 0. Certainly f E L$(x,) if deg(f) = 0. If deg(f) = 2j- 1 
(j> l), then O=(T- l)c$+, -(s-l)czj+,-(r-.r)c~ = -c&,+c,; ]. 
Thus c-&,=c;~,, =c say, and so go g=f-cX:‘2jP” has degree 
< 2j - 1, by (5): By induction, g and thus f is in in x2(x,). The induction 
step uses c; = c; in the same way when deg( f) = 2j. 
We return now to the coefficients a:k in (4). Equating coefficients in 
X:(n+l)=Xy*X,, we obtain from (9) the following relations (defining 
a- = unto): n, 0 
a,‘, ,, o = (r - 1 b,t , + (s - 1 )a,, , T 
an++,,*j==a,t2i- I + (J-2bZ.2, + (r- l)a,t2,+1 if ja 1, 
an++,,,,+, =a,t2, + (r-22)a,t2j+, + (J- lbnt2j+2 if j> 0, (11) 
a n+l.Zj= a n, 2i I +(r-22)a~_2j+(S-ll)a,2,+, if ja 1, 
a n+l,2j+l = a ny2j + b-22)ani2,+ 1 + try lJa,2j+2 if j> 0. 
It follows from (5), (11) and induction that 1 azk / < (r +s - 2)” for all 
n, k 2 0. Hence, for k 2 0, 
AC(z)= f ackzn and A,(z)= 5 a,,z” 
fl=O n = 0 
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define analytic functions for ) z 1 < (r + s - 2) -‘. In particular, 
A,+(z) = A; (z) is the moment generating function of the measure p (by 
(6)). The following recurrence formulas for the functions Ak+ are obtained 
by multiplying each equation in (11) by zn+ ’ and summing over n = 0, l,... 
(noting that LZ& = 1, while a,:, = 0 for jd 1): 
A,+(z)=l+(r-l)zA:(z)+(s-l)zA,(z). 
A$(z)=zA&,(z)+(s-2)zA,:(z)+(r-l)zA;+,(z) if j> 1, 
A,:.+,(z)=zA~(z)+ (+2)zA;+,(z)+ (s- l)zA;+z(z) if j>O, (12) 
A,,(z)=zA,&z)+(r-2)zA.(z)+(s-l)zA,+,(z) if j> 1, 
A.+,(z)=zA,,(z)+(s-2)zA,,+,(z)+(r- l)zA,+,(z) if ja0. 
LEMMA 1. The relation 
(r-l)(~-l)z2A~+~(~)+[(r+.~-2)z2-(l-(r-2)z)(l-(~-2)z)] 
x A;(z) + z2A; 2(z) = 0. (13) 
holds for E = + and - and for all k > 2. 
Proof: From the third equation in (12) we have 
(1 -(r-2)z)A$+,(z)=zA$(z)+(~--l)~A;+~(z) 
for any j > 0. Substituting this into the second equation in ( 12) we get 
(1 -(r-2)z)A$(z) 
=z’(A$ ,(z)+(.r-l)A2i(z))+(s-2)z(l -(r-2)z)A$(z) 
+(r- l)z2(A$(z)+(s- l)A,:+,(z)) 
forj>l. This is (13) for E= + and k=2j. The other cases of (13) are 
obtained in the same way. 
We now define analytic functions )w + (z) and 2 _ (z) for small z # 0 by 
l+(z)= 
-[(r+s-2)2:-(I-(r-2)z)(l-(.Y-2)z)]+R(z), (14) 
2(r- l)(s- l)z2 
where R(z) is the analytic square root of 
[(r+s-2)z2-(1 -(r-2)2)(1 -(s-2)z)12-4(r- l)(s- 1)z4 
defined for small z and taking the value + 1 at z = 0. Note that II + (z) has a 
pole at z = 0, while 1 I has a removable singularity at z = 0. 
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We can solve the recurrence relation (13) and obtain 
A;,(z) = EE(Z)l. + (z)‘+ FC(z)i ~ (z)” (15) 
and 
Aij+ ,(z) = GE(z)1 + (z)‘+ HE(z)1 (z).’ (16) 
for E = + and - , j 2 0, and for small z # 0. The functions E”, F, G”, and 
H” are chosen so that (15) and (16) hold for j = 0 and 1. Since the matrix 
[ 1 n-(z) 1 1 -1 - = n+(z) L(z)-l.+(z) 1 [ -i+(z) L(z) 1  
has entries which have removable singularities at z = 0, the functions E”, F”, 
G”, and H” also have removable singularities at z = 0. But the functions A; 
are analytic at z = 0 and A+(z)’ has a pole of order 2j at z = 0. So the 
validity of (15) and (16) for all j Z 0 implies that E’ = G” = 0 for E = + and 
- . Hence F = A; and H” = A;. Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3. For all j b 0 we have 
A;(z)=AZj(z)=Ag+(z)L(z)j (17) 
and 
A~,+,(z)=A~(z)~.~(z)’ for s= + and -. (18) 
We are now in a position to calculate A,f (z) explicitly. Indeed, from (12) 
we have 
(1 -(r-2)z)A:(z)=z(Ao+(z)+(s- l)Az(z)) 
and 
(l-(S-2)z)A;(z)=z(Ao+(z)+(r-l)Az(z)). 
But from (17) we have A;(z)=A,(z)=A,+(z)L(z). Thus 
AT(z) = 
z(l+(s-l)L(z)) 
1 -(r-2)z A(z) 
and (19) 
A ; (z) = z(l+ (r- lP(z)) A(z) 
l-(s-2)2 ’ 
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where we have written simply A(z) for A-(z) and A(z) for A,+(z). Sub- 
stituting into the first equation in (12) we have 
A(z)= l~z*(Y-1)(1+(s-l)~(z)) 
{ 
z2(s-l)(1+(Y-l)~(z)) -’ 
l-(r-2)z - 1 - (s - 2)z } . (20) 
We can simplify the expression (20) for A(z) with some tedious algebra. It 
is however easier, and for our purposes more appropriate, to work with the 
Stieltjes transform S(z) of p, which is defined by 
S(z)= j-“““’ for ZEC\X. 
By (6) we have S(z) = (l/z)A( l/z) for z large. 
PROPOSITION 4. For all large z we have 
S(z) = 
-xOw2+(r-.s)*(r+s)/8+w[(w2-c?)(w*-/?*)]”*, (21) 
(w*q!2)9(w2L(qy 
where x0, c(, and /I are as in Theorem 1, w = z - x0, and the square root, 
Q(w) say, is analytic and Q(w)/w’+ + 1 as w + CO. 
Proof: By (20) for large z we have 
S(z) =;A f = N(z)/D(z), 0 
where 
N(z) = (z - (r - 2))(z - (s - 2)) 
and 
D(z)=z(z-(r-2))(z-(s-2))-(r- l)(z-(s-2)) 1 +(s- l)A Jz 
( ( >> 
-(s-l)(z-(r-2)) l+(r-l)A i 
( ( )) 
=(w+x,)(w2-(yr)-(r+s-2)w 
-(r-s)2/2-2(r- l)(s- 1) wl -lz 
0 
, 
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writing x0 =(r+s--4)/2 and W=Z-x,,. Now 
- 1 0 i [(r+s-2)-(z-(r-2))(z-(s-2))]-z2R(l/z) = 
Z 2(r- l)(S- 1) 
= w2-((r-s)/2)2-(r+~-2)-Q(w) 
2(r - l)(s- 1) ’ 
where Q(w) is an analytic square root of 
[ 
(r+s-2)-(w2-(yr)j’-4(r- l)(s- 1) 
4 1 
+z (r - s)‘(r + s) 
for large w such that Q(w)/w’ -+ + 1 as w -+ co. Hence 
D(z) = x0 (w2-(!32)-i!7f+wQ~wj 
=xow2 - (r-s)2(r +s)/8 + we(w). 
Now 
[xow2 - (r - .s)2(r + s)/812 - w’Q(w)’ 
The result is now clear. 
Remark. Closed expressions for the the functions A:(z) may now be 
obtained from Proposition 3, (19), (21), and the formula A(z) = 
(l/z)S(l/z). 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is an elementary fact that f(c) = c2- 
f((r-s)2+4(r+s)-8)1+((r-s)/2)4++(r-s)2(r+s) = (&r+)([--rp), 
where r + =((r-~)/2)+(r+~-2)+2[(r-l)(~-l)]’/*, has an analytic 
square root on C\[r ~~, r + ] which is -[ as [ + co. Noting that that 
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r+ >Y- >r+s-2-2[(r-l)(s-1)]“2>0 for r#s, we see that 
(w’ - a’)(~‘- p’) has an analytic square root on C\( [ -/I, -a] u [a, /I]) 
which is N w2 as w + co. Here M and b are the positive square roots of r 
and r + respectively. 
Thus Q(w) can be analytically extended to C\( [ - 8, -M] u [a, /I]). 
Notice that 0 < (r -s)/2 < sl and /I < (r +x)/2 since r >s. Now 
I*( (u, u)) = lim,, _ 0 j; - (l/n) Im S(x + iv) d-x if u < u are continuity points 
of p (see [l, p. 1251). Hence p has a density function f on 
[x0 - 8, x0 - n] u [x0 + 2, x0 + /i’] given by (1). 
We must now consider the points f ((r k s)/2). If x E [w and 1 x 1 > /I, then 
Q(x)~ > 0 and so Q(x) E R, and the requirement Q(.x)/x’ + + 1 shows that 
Q(x) > 0. In particular, Q( & ((r + s)/2)) = + (rs - Y - s). Similarly, if y E R 
then Q(~Y)~ > 0 and Q(iy)/(iy)’ + + 1 imply that Q(iy) < 0. Thus Q(O) ~0 
and so Q(x) < 0 for x E ( - a, x). In particular, Q( f ((r-x)/2)) = - (r-s), 
as r > s is assumed. So the numerator in (21) takes the values 
-(r+s)(rs-r-s), (r-s)2, 0, and 0 at z=-x0-((r+s)/2), 
x0 - ((r - s)/2), x0 + (r - s)/2 and x,) + (r + s)/2, respectively. So S(z) has a 
removable singulartiy at z = x0 + (r - s)/2 and x0 + (r + s)/2, whereas 
S(z)-(rs-r-s)/rs(z-x,+(r+s)/2) and S(z)-(r-s)/rs(z-x0 + 
(r--)/2) as z+xo -(r+s)/2 and x0 - (r - s)/2, respectively. Thus 
x0 - (r + s)/2 = - 2 and x0 - (Y - s)/2 = s - 2 are in Supp(p), and 
p({ -2})=(rs-r-s)/rs and p({s-2})=(r-s)/rs. The proof of 
Theorem 1 is now complete. 
4. THE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let bn(x)Lo be the orthogonal polynomials with respect to p, nor- 
malized so as to be manic. Forming the polynomials p,(x,) in the algebra 
d(x,), we can write 
where bzk = 0 for k > n. Furthermore, 
bf =& =l n, n n, n for all n 3 0, (22) 
c2, = b?l2, for all n, j 2 0, (23) 
and 
(r-l)b,t2j+,-(s-l)b~~2j+,=(r-s)bA2j-b,t2j~,+b~~2j~, (24) 
if n 3 0 and j> 1. As usual we have set b,y, = b,+,. 
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PROPOSITION 5. There are two sequences 0 = yO+ , y ,+ ,y: . . . . and 0 = y; , Y I, 
Y2 ~ such that . . . . 
b:,,=b;& for ObkQn-1 and a= +, -. (25) 
Thus P&I I= xi+ >and for n > 1 we have 
n- I 
PAX,) = b:l c (Y: x: + ok XL 1 +I,: + xi. 
k=l 
(26) 
Proof: IfO<m<n, and ( , ) is the usual inner product on I*(G), then 
because x,(x- ‘)=x1(x) and the coefficients in p,(t) are real. Hence for 
O<m<n we have 
o=b,:ob,to+ 1 (b,:kb,tk~wi+ 1 +b,kb,,,k~~k 1). 
k=l 
(27) 
Setting m =O, we see that b,;“= 0 for all n 3 1. Thus (25) holds for 
k =0 with yz = y0 = 0. Taking m = 1 in (27), we have 0 = 
b~,b~,I~~I+b,~,b~~~,~~~Iforn>l.Thusb,,,,=(-I~~~/~~, I)b,;t, = 
( - (r - 1 MS - 1 ))b,C, and so (25) holds for k= 1 with y,+ = 1 and y,- = 
- (r - l)/(s - 1). Assume that (25) holds for k = 0, l,..., m - 1, where m > 2. 
Then, for n > m, 
+ b,l:,, Ig,j,,: I + h,,, m Ig,,, 1. (28) 
When m =2j is even, we can use (23) and (28) to see that bz2j= b,;,,,= 
b; I y; = b; i y;, for all n > 2j, where 
Y:,=Y2,=(-b2;.1/2i~2:i)*~‘((~;)Z/~: i+bk )*I% 1). (29) 
k=l 
When m = 2j+ 1 is odd, we use (24) and (28) to express bz2,+ 1 and 
bH;2j+, as products of b,:, with expressions independent of n. This proves 
the proposition. 
We shall now calculate the numbers yk+ explicitly. Several preliminary 
facts are needed. 
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Setting n = 2j and n = 2j + 1 in (24) yields 
b&,&z-,-y,,.-,1=-s for all ja 1, (30) 
and 
b2:+ 1,1 ((r-s)y$ -y&,+y~-])=r-s 
for all j> 1. (31) 
These relations imply that bc, #O for n > 1, and taking n > 2j+ 1 in (24) 
therefore implies 
(r-l)Y2:+,+(S-11)Y2i+1=(r-S)Y2:-Y2:~I+Y2/~l if j> 1. (32) 
From (29) and (30) we have for j b 1 
c ((Y:)21v I+(Y!,3~k I)= -2(r-s)~‘I~~IY2:(Y2:~l-Y2j~,). 
k=l 
(33) 
From (28) (with m = 2j + 1) and (31), on the other hand, we have, for 
j>, 1, 
k~,bi+)2iu;: i+(Yk )‘I& 1) 
= -(r-s)-I(?$+, 1~2:;,/+Y2,+,1~2/+,I) 
x ((r - ~111’2: -7 :-~l+Yi/-,). (34) 
LEMMA 2. For j > 0 we have 
-2y,:=(r-1)~2:+,+(S-1)~2,+,. (35) 
Proof This is true when j = 0 since y: = 1 and y, = - (r - 1 )/(s - 1). 
When j> 1, write the sum in (34) as the sum in (33) plus the 2jth term. We 
obtain 
2i 
,lx, ((Y/T 1’ I q/T I + (Y/Y 1’ I w!i I) 
=2(r-s)~‘I~!,:Iy,:((r-s)y,:-y,:~,+y,,~,). (36) 
Comparing (34) and (36) yields (35). 
LEMMA 3. For j> 1 we have 
3,: =I$ I ++Y2; 1’ (37) 
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Proof: This is by (33) equivalent to 
2J- 1 
,C, ((yk+)*lqi+ I+(Yk)21~F I)= -(r-.~)p’I~~ I((Y~: ,)2-(~2i ,I*). 
This identity follows readily on writing the sum on the left as the sum up to 
2j - 2 plus the (2j - 1) th term and using (32) and (34) (with j - 1 in place 
of j). 
LEMMA 4. For all j> 1 the following hold: 
2(r-l)Y$+,= (r-s-2)yc -yc , +Y2Jp1, 
2(x- w,+ I= -(r-s+2)y; +yg ,-y;, I, 
2(s-1)~; = -(r-s)yj+j ,-2r< *, 
2(r- 1)1~2:+~ = (I - s)yG - 2r; , , 
2(r- l)y; =(r-.~)y;;~,-2YG 2, 
w - 1 l-Y*,+ I = -(r-s)y;j-2y2, ,. 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43 1 
Proof: Comparing (32) and (35) yields (38) and (39). We obtain (41) 
and (43) by substituting (37) into (38) and (39). To see (40), note that 
2(s-l)y,:+(r-s)y,:~,+2y,:~, 
=2(s-1)~; +(r-s)yG. , -(r--1)y& l-(s-11)y2J-, 
=(~-1)(2Y,:-Y,:~,-y*,~,)=O by (35) and (37). 
We can prove (42) in the same way. 
PROPOSITION 6. For k 3 2 and E = + , - , we have 
4(r- l)(s- 1M+2 +((r-s)2+4(r+s)-8)y;;+4yi~ 2=0. (44) 
There are constats C, D, C + , D + , C , and D such that 
Y$ =W+ +DplLy;+, =C,p’+ +D+p’ 
y2jtl =Cp’, +D-pl- (45) 
for all j> 0, where 
P f= 
-((r-s)2+4(r+s)-8)+(r-s)[(r-s)2+8(r+s)]”2 (46) 
8(r- l)(s- 1) 
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Proof: From (40) we have (r - s)y&, = - 2(s - 1)~; - 2y& 2. Sub- 
stituting this (and the same identity with j+ 1 in place ofj) into (41) yields 
(44) with k = 2 j and E = + . The other cases are verified in a similar way. 
The numbers p + and p ~ are the roots of 4(r - 1 )(s - 1 )p2 + ((r-s)* + 
4(r + s) - 8)~ + 4 = 0. Since p + # p _ we can find constants C,..., D ~ such 
that (45) holds for j = 0 and 1 and hence for all j 3 0. 
Remark. Starting from yof = y; = 0 and y ,+ = 1 and using Lemmas 2, 3, 
and 4, we obtain y: =y2- = -(r-s)/2(s--l), y: = -((r-s)*+ 
4s-4)/4(r- l)(s- l), y; = -(r- l)/(s- l), and y< = ((r-s)2+4r-4)/ 
4(s - 1 )2. We can then calculate the constants C,..., D ~ . We obtain (for 
R= [(r-s)2+8(r+S)]1’2) 
D= -C=2(r-1)/R, 
l-D+ =C+ =++(4-r+s)/2R 
-(r-l)/(s-1)-D- =C = -(r-1)/2(s-1) 
(47) 
+(r-l)(r-.r+4)/2(s-l)R. 
The orthogonal polynomials {p,(x)) satisfy pO(x) = 1, pi(x) = x - ~1~ and 
the recurrence relation 
P,+,(x)=(x-a,)P,(x)-B,P,~,(x) for all n 3 1, (48) 
where the cx,‘s and pn’s are constants with 1, > 0 for all n [20, 
Theorem 3.2.11. We conclude this section by calculating the constants a,, 
and p,. 
Comparing coefficients of x,’ in P~+~(x~)=(x~ -a,)*pn(xl)- 
P,G~-~(x~) using (lo), we have b,f,,,. =bnynpl + (-22)b,t,+b- lPH:,+, 
- a,, b& - fl, b,+- 1 n for all n > 1. Thus 
an=r-2+b,:1Yn-,-b,++,,,Ynf. (49) 
Routine calculations based on (30) (31) and Lemma 4 yield (writing z, for 
yz), for j> 1, 
580/65/2-2 
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and 
(r -s)‘[(r - l)(s- l)r,‘- (z,- 1)2] 
= [2(r- l)(S- l)Ti +(r+S-2)Tjp1][(r+s-2)Tj +22,p,]’ (51) 
Also, cl0 = 0 follows since pr(x,) = x,. 
The easiest way to calculate /?, is to note that pn = B,/B+ , for n > 1, 
where B, = lR p,,(x)’ +(x). We have B, = 1 and, for n 3 1, 
k=l 
n-l 
=(h,tA2 c ~hT)21~~I+bJk)21~~ l)+l~~l+l~,l~ 
k=I 
More routine calculations based on (30), (31), (33), (36), and Lemma 4 
yield 
pzj= 
~[2(r-1)(S-l))Zj+,+(r+S-2))zi][2(r-l)(s-l)t,+(r+s-2)zi ,] 
[(r+s-2)2,+2Tj 11’ 
(52) 
and 
B 2/+1= 
-(r-l)(s-l)[(r+s-2)2,+, +2qj][(r+s-2)2,+22, ,] (53) 
[2(r-l)(s-l)r,+, +(r+s-2)ti12 
forj>, 1. Furthermore, /I, = B, =r+s-2. 
Remark. Now pP <O, and since P+PP(r-l)(s- l)= 1, also p+ <O. 
Clearly p _ < p + < 0 and so zi = ~2: N Dpf by (45). Thus the expressions in 
(5Ot(53) tend to limits as j+ co. In fact lim a2j+l =lim a2j, but 
lim fi2, + , < lim /j2 j. 
5. THE SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we shall describe the continuous multiplicative functionals 
on d(x, ) for the norms / I ( 1 I( and II (I r. 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let 1 E C, 1 #x0 = (r + s - 4)/2. Then there is a unique 
semiradial function 
4% = co’(~hci+  f (c/T (n)x,’ + c/F (i)x, ) 
k=l 
satisfying 
4% * Xl =Ui, (54) 
4%tx) = 4,T tx) ( = 4i.b ‘1) for all .x E G, (55) 
d,de) = 1. (56) 
The numbers ck+ (2) are given (if ,I # x0 f a and 1, # x0 f /l) by equations 
c,:(E~)=c,(~)=A(Eq~+(ci)‘+B(~)~~(~)’, 
cz:+l(~~)=A+(~)rl+(~)‘+B+(~)rl~(~)’, (57) 
c~~+,(E”)=A-(~)I]+(~)~+ B~~(~)~~(l~)’ 
forj>O, where A(A),..., B (1) are independent of j, and where 
v,(A)= 
(~-x0)2-(((r-.s)/2)2+r+~-2)f [((~--x~)~-~~)((~-x~)*--/?~)]‘~~ 
2(r - 1 )(s - 1) 
and CI, /3 are as in Theorem 1. 
Proof: Note that the conditions on $1 imply that 4;. * x, =x1 * di, 
since ~1 *~J.=x,” *~,“=(~;,*x,)“=(~9,)“=n~j,=~, *XI. By (9) we 
must solve the equations 
AC: = (r - 1 )c: + (s - 1 )c; , (58) 
ic+ =cf 
J 2,-I +(~-22)cZ: +(r-lk,:,, for j> 1, (59) 
AC,:+ I =c$.+(r-2)c$+,+(s-l)~~+~ for ja0, (60) 
ld-jy =cG-, +(r-2)cs+(s-l)czj+, for ja 1, (61) 
%; + 1 =c2; +(s-2)c2;+, +(r-l)c2j+2 for ja0, (62) 
setting cop = co’ as usual, and because of (55) and (56), also 
c*;. = c*; (63) 
co’ = 1. (64) 
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These equations entail 
(r- l)cT +(s- l)c, =I. 
These last two equations are inconsistent if A = x,,, but have a unique 
solution (CT, c,- ) if /1# x0. Assuming 1, # x0 we then set 
c2 
+ EC- 
2 = -(s- l)y’(l +(Y-2-A)cT) 
(= -(r- I)-‘(1 +@-2-J)c;)). 
Suppose that m 2 1 and that c: have been chosen for k d 2m so that 
(58)-(64) hold (as far as they make sense). We now define cz+m+ , and cz,+ I 
so that (59) and (61) hold for j = m. We then define cz’, + 2 and c2; + 2 so 
that (60) and (62) hold for j= m. We must check that c&,+ 2 = c~~+~. 
This is equivalent to (Y - l)(cz’, + (Y - 2 - I)cz+m+ ,) = (s - l)(c, + 
(s - 2 - A)c;~+ ,). Substituting in the formulas for c&+ , and cam+, and 
using cz’, = c2;, this is equivalent to (r - s)c;~ = (r - 2 - A)c,t, ~ , - 
(s - 2 - ,I)c,, ~ ,, which indeed holds, comparing (60) and (62) for j = m - 1. 
Thus Eqs. (58)-(64) have a unique solution cz = cz (1) for 1 E @, ;1 #x0. 
As in the proofs of Lemma 1 and Proposition 6, we obtain for k > 2 and 
E = + and - the recurrence relation 
(r - 1 lb - 1kZ + 2 +((r+s-2)-(r-2-~)(s-2-~))c~+c~~2=o, 
i.e., 
which we solve to obtain (57). 
Remarks. (i) We saw in that above proof that dA does not exist for 
A= x0. However, f * x, = xOf for f = Ckm_, (y: x,,? + Y; XL ). 
(ii) Writing (f, g) = Cf(x)g(x) when this exists, we have 
(P(xI), 42) = (4~ * P(xI))(~) =P(A) for all P(XI) E JJ(xI). Hence g -, (g,dJ 
is the unique multiplicative functional on &(x1) taking the value II at x, . 
The functions c$> are called spherical functions. 
PROPOSITION 8. The spherical function d1 (I EC, A #x0) is bounded if 
and only if (A - x0)2 is on or inside the ellipse , 
(x-b)2(a+ l)-‘+y2(a- 1)p2= 1, 
where a=(r- l)(s- 1) and b=((r-~)/2)~+r+s-2. 
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Assuming (A(L), A +(A), A ~(A)) and (B(1), B+(n), B-(n)) # (0, 0,O) 
and d #x0 + a and J #x0 + /I, it is clear that di is bounded if and only if 
Iq+(I)l<land ~~~(~)~<1.Now~~(i)=(w+[~*-4(r-1)(~-1)]”~)/ 
(2(r-l)(s-1) for w= -((r+~-2)-(r-2-;l)(s-2-J.))=(L-x,)’- 
((r-s)/2)2+r+s-2)=(~-xo)2-b. Thus ~+(1)=[f(1~-a-‘)“~ for 
[ = w/2a. It is elementary to see that both I[+ ([’ -ap’)“‘I and 
I&([-a~1)‘/21 are ~1 ifandonlyif[=u+iusatisfiesuZ((aP’+1)/2))2 
+ ~~((1 -ap’)/2)p2< 1. Thus IV+(~)] 6 1 if and only if (I-x,,)~ is on or 
inside ellipse (x-b)2(a+ l)p2+y2(a- 1)p2= 1. 
When %=~,+a or x,ffl then ~+(~)=~~(I)= ~((r-l)(s-l)))“2 
and so, for example, c;.(L) = C,? + (I,)’ + C,jq + (J.)j is bounded. Thus di, is 
bounded in these cases, and (I. -x0)’ = M* or fi’ = h f 2& is inside the 
ellipse. 
Finally, we check that (A(L), A +(A), A I) = (0, 0,O) or 
(B(L),B+(L),Bp(l))=(O,O,O) if and only if Lx,= +((rks)/2). 
Solving (57) for A(i),..., Bm (A), we have (suppressing the A), 
A = (c; -rl-)/(q+ -rP), A, =(c:--YI~c:)/(I?+ -II-~) and A-- = 
(CT - YI ~ c; Mrl + -q-). Thus if A=A+ =A- =O, then c:=c,+c; 
and c3- =cIPc:. Thus (r--s)cc -c,+ +c,- =(r-l)c: -(s-1)~; = 
(r - 1 )c,+ c2+ -(s-l)c;~c:. Substituting - -(s- l))‘(l+ (r- 
2-1)~:) and then c,+ = (s-r+i(s-2-/.))/2f:-1)(x,--i) and 
(r -s + l+(r - 2 - 1))/2(s - 1 )(x0 - A) into this last equation yields a q&tTc 
equation with roots I! =x0 + ((r k x)/2). The same thing happens if 
B = B + = B ~ = 0. Conversely, if ,J = x0 f ((r + s)/2), then (A, A + , A ~ ) or 
(B, B, , B- ) = (0, 0, 0), by direct calculation. Furthermore r] + (%) = 1 or 
a-’ when n=x,((r+s)/2), while q+(L)= -(r-1))‘or -(s-l))’ when 
1=x, &((r-s)/2). So again [q,(L)1 < 1 and (3.-x,,)* is in the ellipse in 
these cases. 
Remark. Writing 2 -x0 = u + iv, the points L such that (% - x0)’ is on 
or inside the ellipse are bounded by a quartic curve of the form 
u4+v4+c,u2u2+c2u2+c3z12+c4=o. (65) 
When b > a + 1, i.e., r2 - 6r.s + s2 + 8r + 8s - 16 > 0 (e.g., when r = 3, s = 2), 
then the ellipse lies in the right-half plane and so the curve (65) has two 
components, while when b 6 a + 1, the curve has just one component. 
Before examining more closely the connection between the spherical 
functions and the multiplicative functionals on &(x1), we need to study 
some properties of the orthogonal projection P of Z2(G) onto the closure 
4x1) of J~x,) in 12(G). We have pf=C,"=,((fT P,)/(P~, P,))P,, for 
f E 1’(G), writing simply p,, for p,(x,). 
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LEMMA 5. (i) For anJ Y>S we have P- CP+ -co and 
pZ_(r- l)(s- l)> 1. 
(ii) Zfr2-6r~+~2+8r+8~-16>0 [resp. 601, then pi- < -1 < 
p+ Crew -1 <p<p+l. 
ProoJ We have already seen that p ~. <p + < 0 and so 
l=p+p-(r-l)(s-l)<$(r-1)(5-1). Now p < -1 if and only 
if ]p+ I(r- l)(s- l)< 1, i.e., (r-s)2+4(r+s)-8-(r-s)[(r-s)2+ 
8(r + s)] “2 < 8, or equivalently, r2 - 6r; + s2 + 8r + 8s - 16 > 0. 
LEMMA 6. If 1 < p f 2, there are constants A,,, B, > 0 such that 
A,((r - 1 )(s - 1 )Y2 < II pn II ; < B,((r - I )(s - 1 ))“‘2. 
Proof: Using Lemma 5(i), and formulas (30) (31), and (45) we see 
that there is a constant K > 0 such that 17: I 6 KI p ~ Ik/2 and 
I b,:, I < KI p ~ I -v* for n, k 2 1. By Proposition 5 we have 
n-l 
<K’ 
i 
Ipp I--np’2 1 (Ip- Ikp’2((r- l)(s- l))k’2)+((r- l)(s- 1))“‘2 
k=l 
<K”()p_ I-np’2(Ip I”‘2((r-1)(~-l))“2)n+((r-1)(~-l))n’2) 
<BB,((r- l)(s- l))n’2. 
sincep*..(r-l)(S-l)>l byLemma5(i)andso lp Ip(r-l)(s-l)>l. 
On the other hand, jl pn I/ ; > I V’,’ ) + I %‘,, I 2 A,((r - 1 )(s - 1 ))n’2 clearly 
holds. 
LEMMA 7. Assume that r2 -6rs+s2 + 8r + 8s- 16 >O. Then there is a 
constantC>Osuchthat IIPf~/,dCllf~I,forallf~1’(G). 
Proo$ Let x E G and let 6,(y) = 1 if y = x and 6 J y ) = 0 otherwise. Now 
XE%~ for some ma0 and E= + or -, and 
<6,, Pn)=O if n<m, 
= 1 if n=m, 
=b,:,YK if n>m. 
Thus 
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by Lemma 6 
=K l+IYRI F lb?iy,l i ll=t?I+l 
dK+K’lp~ lm’2 ,,=I,, IP 1 -n’2 
=K+K’(Ip l”*-l))l=c say, 
by Lemma 5(ii). Since C is independent of x, the result follows. 
COROLLARY. Assume that r* - 6rs + s* + 8r + 8s - 16 > 0. Let cj E l”(G). 
Then P’#E I”(G) with II P’d IIoc < Cl1 #II c, where P’ is the adjoint of 
PI ,I(~): 1’(G) -+ 1’(G). Furthermore, 
(P’d)(x) = ,,z, (b”> ; 
n, n 
‘, Pn(XI )(x) 
for all x E G. 
ProoJ: The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7. As 
for the formula for (P’$)(x), note that 
(P’d)(x) = (L P’d) = (Pdr, 4) 
= .%:2-::“,::P.~,(6)=~io:np..Pp.:(Pn.ac) 
( n, n 
= f (4Pn) 
,r=o (Pm p, >pn(xl)(x), 
since we saw in Lemma 7 that C,“=, (( 4, pn )/( pn, p, ))p, converges in 
l’(G). 
Suppose that h: &‘(x,) -+ C is a multiplicative functional which is 
continuous for the I’(G) norm. Then there is a function 4 E I”(G) such 
that h(f) = (f, 4) for all ME&. If we assume that 
r2-6rs+s2+8r+8s-16>0, then (f, 4) = (Pf, $I= (f, P’#) for 
f E &(x1), and so we can assume that P’# = 4. We are now in a position to 
state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that r* - 6rs + s* + 8r + 8s - 16 > 0. Let 4 E I”(G) 
with P’d = 4 # 0. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) d(e) = 1 and ~5 *x, =@ for some 1E@. 
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(ii) P’(ax * 4)(y) = d(x) d(y) for all x, y E G, and 
(iii) f -+ (f ,fj) is a multiplicative functional on d(x,). 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 in [7], though for the 
assertion (iii)*(i) we also need the fact that P(x, * f) =x1 * Pf for 
f E 1’(G), which has a proof similar to that of Lemma 6.1 in [ 181. We omit 
the details. 
Remark. When r2-6rs+s*+ 8r+8s- 16~0 then 0 lies on or inside 
the ellipse of Proposition 8. Thus x0 is the limit of number ,I for which 
dj. EY(G), and so x0 is in the spectrum of the normed algebra (S(x,), 
/I I( 1). There is however no function 4 on G such that d(e) = 1, 4 ” = 4, and 
4 * x, = x0& For if such a function existed, then averaging it over each set 
%‘; one could assume that 4 was also semiradial. We have seen in 
Proposition 7 that this is impossible. 
By techniques similar to those in [18], one can show that the functions 
dj,, i E X= supp p, are positive definite, at least when r2 - 6rs + s2 + 8r + 
8s - 16 > 0. As in [ 181, this leads to a direct integral decomposition of the 
left regular representation 3, of G. We shall study the irreducibility of the 
component representations in a forthcoming paper. In this connection, 
however, the following section is relevant. 
6. &*(x1) Is NOT MAXIMAL ABELIAN 
We start this final section with a positive result. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let f Ef2(G) be semiradial. Then f * x1 =x1 *f ff and 
only if f is the closure &(x,) of A@‘(x,) in l*(G). 
Proof: One implication is obvious. Suppose on the other hand that 
there exists a semiradial f E l’(G) with f * x1 =x, * f but f $ &(x,). Then 
we may choose such an f with (,f, g ) = 0 for all g E &(x1). Writing f as in 
(7) we know that (8) holds. Also, cc = (f, xof ) = 0, and 0 = (f, x1 ) = 
(r-l)c,+ +(s-1)~;. Thus c;=y;y,+ for k=O, 1 and E= + and -. We 
now show that this holds for all k. Suppose we have checked that c; = y; CT 
for O<k<m-1 and s= -t- and -, where m>2. If m=2jis even, then 
O= (f3 P2jtXI)) 
2j- 1 
=G,,cl+ 1 ((Yk+)21~~I+(Y~)21~~l+2c~~~~~. 
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Thusc; =cg=y;c,+ b y (29). If on the other hand m = 2j + 1 is odd, then 
O= (f3 P2j+ I(Xl)> 
2i 
=b ,:+,,,c: Ix m;)21%T I+h321% I) 
k=l 
+~z:+1I~~+~I+~2/+lI~~+II 
= -C:(Yz:+,l~~+1I+512/+,1~2~+,I) 
+~2:+,I~~+,I+~~+,I~~+,I 
by (31) and (34). Thus (Y-l)c~.+l+(~-l)c~+,=c~((r-l)y~+,+ 
(s- 1)y2y+J= -2Y,:q+, by (35). But also (r-i)cc+, -(s- l)c;;+, = 
(v-~)c~-c~~,+c~~,=((~-.s)y~ -y& ,+y,-,)c:.Addingtheselast 
two equations yields 2(r- ~)cG+~ =c,+((r-~-22)~; -y-j+-, +y$,)= 
2(r- lkl+ Y2:.+ I by (38). Thus c,$+,=c,+~$+~ and similarly, cg+,= 
‘l+ YZj+ I 
Thusf=c,+C,“=,(y:Xkf +yk xk ).Butthenf$12(G)unlessc: =O.For 
llfll:2 Ic: l’(Y,:)*lq I? and (rG)‘I%?$. I -D2(pZ (r- l)(s- 1))j-t cc by 
(45) and Lemma 5(i). The proposition is proved. 
The semiradial hypothesis in Proposition 9 was necessary. 
THEOREM 3. There exist f E C:(G) such that f * x1 = x, * f but 
f4~~*(x,). 
ProoJ (cf. [21]). Let 4 denote the spherical function dE, obtained in 
Proposition 7 for 1= - 2, i.e., A-x0 = - ((L + s)/2). With the natural 
choice of square roots we have (suppressing the jV) r] + = 1 and 
ye- = l/(r- l)(s- 1). Direct calculations show that c,+ = -(r- l))‘, 
Cl = -(s-l)-‘, cc = l/(r- l)(s- l), c: = - l/(r- 1)2(~- l), and CT = 
- l/(r - l)(s - 1)‘. Hence A = A +=A~=OandB=l,B+=-(r-l) ’ 
and BP = -(s- 1))‘. Thus 
By Theorem 1 in [ 111, there is a constant A > 0 such that 
I I I I,$ (I I < Ak II xz II 2 = Ak I %g I 1’2. It follows that the above series con- 
verges absolutely in g,*(G), and so 4 E V:(G). 
Now let a E UT be arbitrary, and let f = 4 * 6, * 4. Then f~ V;(G). 
Furthermore, f * x, = x, * f = - 2f, since 4 = $1 for I= - 2. We show 
that f 4 &*(x1) by showing that f is not semiradial. In fact, f is not con- 
stant on V,+. To see this, write 
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f(a) = c 4(x)d(a- ‘xa) (as4” =4) 
.x E G 
= d(e) +/f;- Icw?wx4 + c d(x)d(a ‘xa). ‘i lrl22 
Now d(e) = 1 and 
1 $4xM(a -‘xa) = c db2) + c dlx)d(a -‘xa) 
/XI = 1 YE%; XE%, 
= (r- 1) -’ + 1 fj(x)#(u ‘xu). 
YE%, 
If he%?? and b#u (recall that Ig’+ l=r-122), we now show that 
f(u) #f(b). Decomposing the sum ,f(b) = ~,,c~(x)~(uP’xb) as above we 
have 
= -(r-l))‘+(r-2)(r-l)P2-(r-1))+ C &x)f$(u~~‘xb) 
.rtM, 
= -r/(r-l)‘+ C #(x)&u~‘x~) 
rs%, 
Now 
since d is constant on VX+. The proof that f(u) #f(b) will be complete once 
we check that C,,,.,d(xM(~-‘x~)=C,,,.,~(xW(~~‘x~). 
If 1x1 22, write x=x’g with lx’1 = [xl- 1. If ge%?’ then #(a- ‘~a)= 
&u ~ ‘x’gu) equals &a ~~ ‘xb) = $(u ‘x’gh), since a ~~ ‘x’gu and a ‘x’gh lie in 
the same set %?:. The same is true if gE%Y’+, g#u -‘, h ‘. For the terms 
with g=u-’ or b ‘, we have (summing over x’ E G with / x’ 1 > 1 and x’ 
ending in an element of %; ) 
~~(x’u ~ ’ ) ~$(a-‘x’)+&,4(x’h-‘) ,$(a-‘x’b-‘a) 
x’ ‘;’ 
=,&qx’u~-1) &a- ‘x’u-‘b)+x#(x’b~~ ‘) &a-‘~‘), 
r’ r’ 
since &x’u ‘)=d(x’bF’) and ~(u~‘x’b~‘u)=~(u~~‘x’u~‘b). Theorem 3 is 
proved. 
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